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ABSTRACT
Using mock spectra based on Vazdekis/MILES library fitted within the wavelength region
3600–7350 Å, we analyse the bias and scatter on the resulting physical parameters induced by
the choice of fitting algorithms and observational uncertainties, but avoid effects of those model
uncertainties. We consider two full-spectrum fitting codes: PPXF and STARLIGHT, in fitting for
stellar population age, metallicity, mass-to-light ratio, and dust extinction. With PPXF, we find
that both the bias μ in the population parameters and the scatter σ in the recovered logarithmic
values follows the expected trend μ ∝ σ ∝ 1/(S/N). The bias increases for younger ages
and systematically makes recovered ages older, M∗/Lr larger and metallicities lower than the
true values. For reference, at S/N = 30, and for the worst case (t = 108 yr), the bias is 0.06
dex in M∗/Lr, 0.03 dex in both age and [M/H]. There is no significant dependence on either
E(B − V) or the shape of the error spectrum. Moreover, the results are consistent for both our
1-SSP (simple stellar population) and 2-SSP tests. With the STARLIGHT algorithm, we find trends
similar to PPXF, when the input E(B − V) < 0.2 mag. However, with larger input E(B − V), the
biases of the output parameter do not converge to zero even at the highest S/N and are strongly
affected by the shape of the error spectra. This effect is particularly dramatic for youngest
age (t = 108 yr), for which all population parameters can be strongly different from the input
values, with significantly underestimated dust extinction and [M/H], and larger ages and M∗/Lr.
Results degrade when moving from our 1-SSP to the 2-SSP tests. The STARLIGHT convergence
to the true values can be improved by increasing Markov Chains and annealing loops to the
‘slow mode’. For the same input spectrum, PPXF is about two order of magnitudes faster than
STARLIGHT’s ‘default mode’ and about three order of magnitude faster than STARLIGHT’s ‘slow
mode’.
Key words: galaxies: evolution – galaxies: fundamental parameters – galaxies: stellar content.
1 IN T RO D U C T I O N
One important way of understanding galaxy formation and evolu-
tion is to constrain stellar population properties with stellar popu-
lation synthesis. However, due to the degeneracy of different pa-
rameters, such as age, metallicity, dust extinction, and initial mass
function (IMF), and due to uncertainties in stellar evolution model
and stellar spectral library, results from stellar population synthesis
 E-mail: jqge@nao.cas.cn
may vary with different algorithms and stellar population models
(see reviews in Walcher et al. 2011; Conroy 2013).
Stellar evolution models have been studied for many decades,
initially from studying stellar populations at a certain age and metal-
licity (e.g. Tinsley 1968; Searle, Sargent & Bagnuolo 1973; Tinsley
& Gunn 1976; Bruzual 1983), then improved to modelling stel-
lar evolutions at the whole age and metallicity parameter spaces
(Charlot & Bruzual 1991; Bruzual & Charlot 1993; Bressan, Chiosi
& Fagotto 1994; Worthey 1994; Fioc & Rocca-Volmerange 1997;
Maraston 1998; Leitherer et al. 1999; Vazdekis 1999; Walcher et al.
2011). With many efforts dedicated to stellar evolution theory, there
C© 2018 The Author(s)
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are several well-developed popular models, such as Padova (Bertelli
et al. 1994; Girardi et al. 2000; Marigo et al. 2008), BaSTI (Pietrin-
ferni et al. 2004; Cordier et al. 2007), and Geneva (Schaller et al.
1992; Meynet & Maeder 2000).
Accompanying the development of stellar evolution models, there
are also two kinds of stellar population synthesis models: (1) empir-
ical population synthesis method and (2) evolutionary population
synthesis method. The first method tries to reproduce a galaxy spec-
trum by means of a linear combination of individual stellar spectra
with various types taken from a comprehensive library (Wood 1966;
McClure & van den Bergh 1968; Spinrad & Taylor 1971; Faber
1972; Bica 1988; Pelat 1998; Cid Fernandes et al. 2001; Moultaka
et al. 2004). The second method was developed at almost the same
time by comparing galaxy data with synthesized stellar population
spectrum based on stellar evolution theory, and with the IMF, star
formation and chemical histories as main adjustable parameters
(Tinsley 1978; Bruzual 1983; Arimoto & Yoshii 1987; Guider-
doni & Rocca-Volmerange 1987; Buzzoni 1989; Bruzual & Charlot
1993; Bressan, Chiosi & Fagotto 1994; Worthey 1994; Leitherer &
Heckman 1995; Fioc & Rocca-Volmerange 1997; Maraston 1998;
Vazdekis 1999; Schulz et al. 2002).
Combining with assumed IMFs and empirical stellar spectral
libraries, e.g. Gunn & Stryker (1983), Pickles (1998), Jones (1999),
ELODIE (Prugniel & Soubiran 2001), STELIB (Le Borgne et al.
2003), Indo-US (Valdes et al. 2004), NGSL (Gregg et al. 2006;
Heap & Lindler 2011), MILES (Sanchez-Blazquez et al. 2006),
IRTF (Rayner, Cushing & Vacca 2009), and the X-shooter library
(Chen et al. 2011), many stellar population models are now available
for full-spectrum fitting, such as BC03 (Bruzual & Charlot 2003),
FSPS (Conroy, Gunn & White 2009), Vazdekis/MILES (Vazdekis
et al. 2010), and M11 (Maraston & Stromback 2011).
With the improved stellar population models, faster computing
capabilities, and the availability of modern spectroscopic galaxy
surveys, such as the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS; York et al.
2000), the spectral population analysis has transitioned from the
modelling based on a few observables, such as colours, absorption-
line equivalent width, or spectral indices (e.g. Wood 1966; Faber
1972; Worthey 1994; Kauffmann et al. 2003), to the more precise
pixel-by-pixel full-spectrum fitting that exploits the full spectral in-
formation (e.g. Cappellari & Emsellem 2004; Cid Fernandes et al.
2005; Tojeiro et al. 2007; Koleva 2009). The algebraic shortage,
which is caused by the number of unknowns larger than observables
when fitting with several colours or spectral indices, is no longer a
problem in the full-spectrum fitting era. Those well-calibrated syn-
thetic spectra at high spectral resolution have dramatically improved
the possibility of using full spectrum fitting, instead of line indices,
to study stellar populations. Now there are a number of spectral
fitting codes, such as PPXF (Cappellari & Emsellem 2004; Cappel-
lari 2017), STARLIGHT (Cid Fernandes et al. 2005), STECKMAP (Ocvirk
et al. 2006), VESPA (Tojeiro et al. 2007), ULYSS (Koleva 2009), FIT3D
(Sanchez 2011), FIREFLY (Wilkinson et al. 2015), and FADO (Gomes
& Papaderos 2017), written with different algorithms.
Given all these advances of stellar population analysis methods
and their wide spread applications, it is essential to understand
their systematic biases and uncertainties, especially those from full-
spectrum fitting methods. Only by understanding its limitations, can
we truly understand its power and continue to improve it.
There have been many works focusing on the reliability test for
constraining stellar population using broad-band spectral energy
distributions (SED; e.g. Papovich, Dickinson & Ferguson 2001;
Shapley 2001; Wuyts 2009; Muzzin et al. 2009; Lee et al. 2009).
These works found that the stellar mass measurement tends to be
more reliable than others, such as stellar age, metallicity, dust ex-
tinction (AV or E(B − V)), and star formation rate (SFR). Consider-
ing that young stars can outshine older ones, for the one-component
SED fitting, the stellar mass can be underestimated when both young
and old stars exist (e.g. 19–25 per cent, Lee et al. 2009). Further-
more, the stellar mass-to-light ratios (M∗/L) obtained from SED
fitting with simple stellar population (SSP) models or single-age
models are lower than those with complex star formation history
(SFH) cases (Papovich, Dickinson & Ferguson 2001; Shapley 2001;
Trager, Faber & Dressler 2008; Graves & Faber 2010; Pforr, Maras-
ton & Tonini 2012). If a galaxy contains only young stars and one
allows for both young and old in the fit, there will be a tendency
to overestimate its mass, due to noise allowing a small amount of
old models, and the biased M∗/L varies with stellar ages (Gallazzi
& Bell 2009). Besides the SFH effects on the stellar population
analysis, dust extinction is another important cause for bias, which
can underestimates the stellar mass by 40 per cent (Zibetti, Charlot
& Rix 2009).
There are already some tests based on full-spectrum fitting
method, such as Cid Fernandes et al. (2005) and Ocvirk et al. (2006).
Cid Fernandes et al. (2005) have checked the recovery probability
of the STARLIGHT code based on mock spectra with an assumed SFH
and found that the output can recover the input well but with a large
scatter, which is mainly due to uncertainties introduced by error
spectrum and low signal-to-noise ratio. Ocvirk et al. (2006) checked
their STECMAP code and found that two starbursts can be distin-
guished well only if they have an age separation larger than ∼0.8
dex with high spectral resolution (R = 10 000) and S/N (=100).
There is also an extinction measurement bias for different methods
as shown in fig. 8 of Cid Fernandes et al. (2005). STARLIGHT tends to
give lower dust extinction than the MPA/JHU data products1. In Li
et al. (2017), we applied the PPXF and STARLIGHT codes for the spec-
tral fitting of SDSS-IV/MaNGA (Bundy et al. 2015) integral field
unit (IFU) data, and find that measured M∗/Lr from the two codes
are consistent when M∗/Lr > 3, but a bias appears and increases
with decreasing M∗/Lr when M∗/Lr < 3.
There are basically three sources that introduce the systematic
biases and uncertainties in the results of a stellar population anal-
ysis. The first one is observational uncertainties such as noise in
the spectra and its dependence on wavelength, and systematics in
flux calibration. The second source includes inaccurate model as-
sumptions, such as inaccuracies in the initial mass function, stellar
evolution tracks, binary evolution, and stellar spectra library. Biases
in model assumptions cause biases directly in the results of pop-
ulation analyses. The third source includes inherent degeneracies
among physical parameters (e.g. age, metallicity, and extinction).
Different fitting algorithms respond differently to these issues. The
first and the second categories can be separately tested, but the
degeneracies included in the third source are always unavoidable.
In this paper, we aim at setting a baseline for what can be recov-
ered using spectral fitting based on the PPXF and STARLIGHT codes.
Rather than studying a complex SFH, which allows a large range of
possibilities and makes the results difficult to interpret, we intention-
ally keep the assumptions extremely simple. For simplicity, we use
simulated spectra generated by one SSP and a linear combination
of two SSPs to check the bias and uncertainty of the full-spectrum
fitting, and only test how observational uncertainties affect the fit-
ting results. This can tell us which kind of S/N is needed in Voronoi
2D binning (Cappellari & Copin 2003) of spectral data cubes and
1https://wwwmpa.mpa-garching.mpg.de/SDSS/
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in designing future observations. By fitting the simulated spectra
with the same model assumption they are built with, we choose to
ignore biases due to inaccurate model assumptions here and leave
it for future investigations.
We will describe the related codes of the two full-spectrum fit-
ting algorithms and the corresponding stellar population library in
Section 2, and present the bias and scatter of different parameter
estimations in Section 3. Those matters need attention when us-
ing STARLIGHT for spectral fitting and biases when applying the two
codes to observations and are discussed in Section 4. Finally, we
summarize our results in Section 5.
2 PR E PA R AT I O N FO R T H E T E S T
In this section, we briefly introduce the related algorithms of the
two spectral fitting codes, selected stellar library, and the initial
parameter set-up for spectral fitting.
2.1 Full-spectrum fitting codes
The PPXF code (Cappellari & Emsellem 2004; Cappellari 2017),
which is written in both IDL and PYTHON programs (here we use
the latest PYTHON version), uses a maximum penalized likelihood
method in the pixel space to fit the spectra, with the line-of-
sight velocity distributions (LOSVD) described by Gauss–Hermite
parametrization. It uses a non-negative least-squares (NNLS) solver
(Lawson & Hanson 1974) to fit for the spectral weights, embedded
into a novel Levenberg–Marquardt solver adapted for bound con-
straints to fit the non-linear parameters, describing the galaxy kine-
matics and reddening. Most applications were for stellar kinematics,
but there were a number of applications for stellar population anal-
yses (Cappellari et al. 2012; Onodera et al. 2012; Morelli et al.
2013, 2015; McDermid et al. 2015; Shetty & Cappellari 2015; Li
et al. 2017). The current PYTHON/IDL versions of PPXF can also fit gas
components at the same time.
The STARLIGHT code (Cid Fernandes et al. 2005) treats all pa-
rameters as non-linear and determines their optimal values with a
simulated annealing plus Metropolis scheme to search for the mini-
mum χ2. Through the Metropolis algorithm, this scheme gradually
focuses on the most likely region in the parameter space by avoid-
ing trapping in local minima. In some applications, the Markov
chain generated by the Metropolis algorithm can remain trapped in
a local minimum and the global convergence may not be reached
(e.g. Martino, Del Olmo & Read 2012). After combining with sim-
ulated annealing to avoid trapping, Cid Fernandes et al. (2005) have
checked the consistency between input versus output results, and
found that the dust extinction had a clear difference with that from
the MPA/JHU group. To have a thorough idea on the algorithm bias,
more detailed analyses are required, which we perform in this work.
2.2 Stellar population library
We adopt the Vazdekis/MILES SSP library (Vazdekis et al. 2010)
for full-spectrum fitting, by assuming a Salpeter IMF (Salpeter
1955) with stellar mass range [0.1, 100] M, Padova 2000 stellar
evolution model (Girardi et al. 2000), and MILES stellar spectral
library (Sanchez-Blazquez et al. 2006). We select a subset of 25
logarithmically spaced, equally sampled ages between 0.0631 and
15.8489 Gyr inclusive and six metallicities ([M/H] = −1.71, −1.31,
−0.71, −0.4, 0.0, 0.22).
Fig. 1 shows the parameter distributions of stellar age versus
metallicity (left), and stellar age versus M∗/Lr (right). SSPs with
Figure 1. The stellar age, metallicity, and mass-to-light ratio distributions
of Vazdekis/MILES stellar population library, generated by assuming a
Salpeter IMF and Padova 2000 stellar evolution tracks. Left: Stellar age
and metallicity distribution; Right: M∗/Lr along stellar evolution. SSPs with
different metallicities are shown in different colours, [M/H] = −1.71 (blue),
−1.31 (cyan), −0.71 (green), −0.4 (black), 0.0 (violet), 0.22 (red).
different metallicities are shown in different colours. The corre-
sponding M∗/Lr are the tabulated values provided by MILES team.
SSPs with the same age but higher metallicities usually have lower
mass-loss rate and higher M∗/Lr ( right -hand panel) than that with
lower metallicities.
Since the MILES stellar spectral library has a broader fundamen-
tal parameter coverage than others (Vazdekis et al. 2010), adopting
the current Vazdekis/MILES stellar population library becomes a
logical choice for checking full-spectrum fitting algorithms.
2.3 Initial parameter set-up
We generate the mock spectra based on the Vazdekis/MILES library
with FWHM = 2.54 Å, then use the same library for spectral fitting,
to avoid biases due to incorrect model assumptions on IMFs, stel-
lar evolution models, stellar spectral libraries, and dust extinction
curves. The independent input variables include the dust extinc-
tion, age, and metallicity. The spectral fitting range of mock data is
3600–7350 Å, which is shorter by ∼50 Å than the models at both the
blue and red end to make sure the model SSPs have larger spectral
coverage than mock spectra.
As the SDSS-IV/MaNGA survey (Bundy et al. 2015) is plan-
ning to observe 10 000 galaxies, which has finished one half and
is currently the largest galaxy sample with IFU observations, we
thus set our mock spectra to mimic MaNGA’s spectral resolution
with a line spread function with FWHM = 2.76 Å (Albareti et al.
2016). To generate a mock spectrum, we first take a template spec-
trum from the Vazdekis/MILES SSP library, and smooth the mock
spectra from FWHM = 2.54–2.76 Å. All the test in our paper will
feed log-rebinned spectra to the PPXF and linear-rebinned spectra
to STARLIGHT to fulfil the requirements of PPXF and STARLIGHT codes.
The velocity scale is then set to 69 km s−1 for spectra sampled in the
logarithmic wavelength grid, and wavelength scale is set to 1 Å for
spectra sampled in the linear wavelength grid.2 To make our mock
spectra more like observed ones, we put in an additional velocity
dispersion of 100 km s−1, on top of the MaNGA spectral resolution.
During the fitting, we use the full spectral information to check
the algorithm precision without masking any emission-line regions.
The current version of PPXF code can fit both the stellar emission
and gas emission together, while the STARLIGHT code can only fit
2With this sampling, the linear spectra has 3750 pixels, while the log spec-
trum has 3057. This implies that the effective S/N of the linear spectrum is√
3750/3057 ∼ 11 per cent larger.
MNRAS 478, 2633–2649 (2018)
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the stellar spectra. To have a direct comparison between these two
codes, we avoid tests with the emission line fitting process.
For dust extinction curves, in all the simulations, we adopt the
CAL (Calzetti et al. 2000) dust extinction curve. Considering that
those oldest elliptical galaxies have nearly no dust extinction, while
those younger starburst galaxies or those with dust lane have higher
extinction, we set the input E(B − V) from 0.0 to 0.5, which covers
the typical E(B − V) ranges in the local Universe. When applying the
PPXF code for spectral fitting, no input parameter is modified except
we limit E(B − V) fitting range to [−0.125, 1], which corresponds
to AV range [−0.5, 4] with RV = 4.05 (Calzetti et al. 2000). The
E(B − V) should be always non-negative. However, in the case of
low S/N and input E(B − V) = 0, due to the large flux uncertainty,
not only the spectral absorption lines but also the continuum are
highly contaminated and hence can be re-shaped. Imposing strictly
E(B − V) ≥ 0 can introduce artificially too small scatters. In order
to make sure the least χ2 is searched, negative E(B − V) is then
allowed.
For the STARLIGHT code, given the range of possible configura-
tion settings, we decided to adopt an identical configuration as
used in the state-of-the-art analysis of the CALIFA (Sanchez et
al. 2012) data set by de Amorim et al. (2017) and de Amorim
(private communication). The STARLIGHT set-up was used to pro-
duce the CALIFA stellar population parameters publicly released
in the PyCASSO data base. Specifically, we adopt the default set-
up from config file ‘StCv04.C11.config’ (included in the download
package3), but with the normalization window changed to that in
de Amorim et al. (2017): l norm = 5635 Å, llow norm = 5590 Å,
lupp norm = 5680 Å, and AV fitting range to [−0.5, 4] to allow neg-
ative AV and large enough parameter space for fitting as described
in Cid Fernandes et al. (2005).
3 FULL-SPECTRUM FITTING TESTS
With the selected full-spectrum fitting codes and SSP library, we
first test the impact of S/N and error spectra variation on the fitting
results. These two tests provide guidance when analysing IFU data,
on how to select S/N thresholds for Voronoi binning, and how much
biases and scatters are expected given different S/N’s and error
spectral shapes. These tests will be done for a single metallicity.
Once we are clear about these two effects, we adopt a single set of
S/N and spectral error type to test the systematic bias and scatter of
the measured stellar population parameters for the whole range of
metallicities.
3.1 Uncertainties and systematics introduced by measurement
noise
To derive the parameter bias and scatter under different spectral
S/N’s, we select five SSPs with different ages (log (t/yr) = 8.0, 8.5,
9.0, 9.5, 10.0) but the same metallicity ([M/H] = 0) for simulation.
To generate the mock data, we assume a flat error spectrum in both
linear (for STARLIGHT) and log (for PPXF) binned wavelength, and
seven S/N’s equally sampled in logarithmically space between 1.0
and 2.5 (S/N = 10, 18, 32, 56, 100, 178, 316):
S/N = 1
Np
∑
i
Sλi/Nλi , λi = [5490, 5510] Å. (1)
3http://www.starlight.ufsc.br/node/3
where Np is the number of wavelength pixels included in [5490,
5510] Å.
In our analysis, we mainly focus on the bias and scatter of
E(B − V), M∗/Lr, age (log t), and metallcity ([M/H]). For each mock
spectrum, we perform 50 Monte Carlo simulations by assuming that
the flux uncertainties at each wavelength point follow a Gaussian
distribution. After the full-spectrum fitting of each simulated spec-
trum, we can measure the following population parameters: r-band
stellar mass-to-light ratio (M∗/Lr), luminosity-weighted age (tL),
and metallicity ([M/H]L) as follows:
M∗/Lr = fM,i
fM,i/(M∗/Lr )i
(2)
log(tL) = fL,i × log(ti/yr), (3)
[M/H ]L = fL,i × [M/H ]i . (4)
where (M∗/Lr)i, log (ti/yr), and [M/H]i correspond to the r-band
mass to light ratio, age, and metallicity of the ith SSP, while fL,i and
fM,i are the fitted luminosity and mass fractions, respectively. We
can then calculate the parameter biases for each spectrum based on
50 simulations:
E(B − V ) = 1
N
∑
i
E(B − V )i − E(B − V )input, (5)
 log(M∗/Lr ) = 1
N
∑
i
log(M∗/Lr )i − log(M∗/Lr )input, (6)
 log tL = 1
N
∑
i
log tL,i − log tinput, (7)
[M/H ]L = 1
N
∑
i
[M/H ]L,i − [M/H ]input. (8)
Considering that the measured parameter scatter can be non-
Gaussian, we hence select the 16th and 84th percentiles of the
measured parameter distribution from 50 simulations as 1σ error
bars.
Fig. 2 shows the fitting bias of measured E(B − V), M∗/Lr, age, and
metallicity obtained from STARLIGHT fitting, population parameters
are recovered well when the input E(B − V) is less than 0.2, which is
consistent with the test results shown in Fig. 4 of Cid Fernandes et al.
(2005), whose simulation covers the input AV ≤ 0.5. At E(B − V)
< 0.2, the parameter biases and scatters decrease with increasing
S/N when S/N < 60, especially for the cases of log (M∗/Lr) (sec-
ond row) and log (tL) (third row) at log (t/yr) = 8.0 (first column),
9.0 (third column), and 9.5 (fourth column). However, when fitting
those mock spectra with input E(B − V) ≥ 0.2, the bias of the four
parameters does not systematically decrease with increasing S/N
and E(B − V), which is clearly shown in the log (t/yr) = 8 case: the
parameter biases are roughly the same at S/N < 60, then increase
when S/N > 60 and input E(B − V) > 0.2. The same trends are
found for the log (t/yr) = 8.5, 9.0, and 9.5 cases when S/N > 60.
For the old stellar population (log (t/yr) = 10), STARLIGHT can re-
cover the population parameters well. There is almost no bias and
the results are consistent with different input E(B − V), and their
scatters decrease with increasing S/N.
Fig. 3 shows the biases and scatters of the four parameters from
the PPXF fitting, which decrease uniformly with S/N and show no
obvious variation for all input E(B − V) cases. For those spec-
tra with low S/N, E(B − V) is maximally underestimated by
MNRAS 478, 2633–2649 (2018)
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Figure 2. The bias and scatter of four stellar population parameters obtained from STARLIGHT full-spectrum fitting by assuming different spectral S/N. The
top figure represents those results with input E(B − V) = [0, 0.2, 04], while the bottom one plots results with input E(B − V) = [0.1, 0.3, 0.5]. For clarity,
we plot the results into two figures. For each figure, from top row to bottom row, the parameters are E(B − V), log (M∗/Lr), log (tL/yr), and [M/H]L,
respectively. From left to right column, we show the results for the mock spectra with young (log (t/yr) = 8.0) to old stellar ages (log (t/yr) = 10.0), and all with
solar metallicity. Lines coloured from blue to red represent the increased input E(B − V) from 0.0 to 0.5. For each line, a shaded region with a corresponding
colour is added to show the parameter scatter region between the global 16th and 84th percentiles for input E(B − V) between 0 and 0.5. The horizontal dashed
line at each panel shows the zero-bias positions along S/N. Each point is the median value obtained from 50 simulations. The error bars indicate the 16th and
84th percentiles.
a mean level of ∼0.01 mag. The positive biases in M∗/Lr and
log tL are due to the fact that at low S/N one can easily hide
a significant amount of mass in old populations, and the result-
ing redder spectrum shape can be made bluer by decreasing the
reddening. This old population will increase the M∗/Lr without
contributing much to the light. The negative bias in [M/H] can
be understood as due to the age-metallicity degeneracy (Worthey
1994), which states that ‘the spectrophotometric properties of an
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Figure 3. The bias and scatter of four stellar population parameters obtained from the PPXF full-spectrum fitting by assuming different spectral S/N’s. Those
lines, colours, and the axis coverages in each panel are the same as shown in Fig. 2. Considering that the PPXF fitting is much faster than STARLIGHT, we perform
1000 simulations for each spectrum and found that the results from input E(B − V) ≥ 0.1 are almost the same. Therefore, we add a grey-shaded region to each
panel to show the parameter bias regions between the global 16th and 84th percentiles for input E(B − V) between 0 and 0.5.
Figure 4. The parameter bias (top four panels) and scatter (bottom four panels) as a function of S/N for PPXF fitting based on 1000 simulations of each spectrum.
The coloured lines correspond to different stellar ages. The grey dashed line in each panel shows the derived relation of P = kP × 1/(S/N), where P corresponds
to the parameter bias/scatter at each SSP age, and kP shows the coefficient between P and 1/(S/N) at S/N = 10. These parameter bias and scatter can be well
described by kP × 1/(S/N) in most cases, and the corresponding coefficients are listed in Table 1. With these coefficients we can estimate the parameter bias
and scatter based on 1/(S/N), which can be easily measured. Here, the parameter bias corresponds to the 50th percentile value of each parameter bias, the
parameter scatter is defined as: σ (P ) = 12 (P84th − P16th), where P corresponds to E(B − V), M∗/Lr, log tL, and [M/H]L, P84th and P16th correspond to
the parameter bias value at 84th and 16th percentiles, respectively.
unresolved stellar population cannot be distinguished from those
of another population three times older and with half the metal
content’.
Interestingly, although the population errors tend to be larger for
younger populations, the increase is not monotonic. In fact the errors
at log(t/yr) = 8.5 are actually smaller than those at log(t/yr) = 9.
This can be understood as the competition between two effects:
(i) young populations have strong Balmer lines to better constrain
the model fit but (ii) young populations make it more difficult to
constrain the presence of a possible old one. A sweet spot seems to
be achieved between log(t/yr) = 8 − 9.
Since the parameter bias and scatter can converge uniformly and
are independent of the input E(B − V), we then perform 1000
simulations for each spectrum in each input E(B − V) case, and
calculate the global 16th and 84th percentiles of the 6000 (1000 × 6
input E(B − V)) measured parameter biases. The grey-shaded region
of each panel in Fig. 3 corresponds to the global 16th and 84th
percentiles at each S/N. To get a clearer idea of how these parameter
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Table 1. kP at different SSP ages in the correlation: P = kP × 1/(S/N).
log(tSSP/yr) kE(B − V) k log(M∗/Lr ) k log tL k[M/H]L
8.0 −0.12 1.43 0.92 −1.12
8.5 −0.07 0.04 0.02 0.13
9.0 −0.08 0.50 0.38 −0.26
9.5 −0.06 1.00 0.95 −0.16
10.0 −0.03 0.08 −0.01 0.02
kσ [E(B − V)] kσ [log(M∗/Lr )] kσ (log tL) kσ [M/H]L
8.0 0.22 1.67 0.88 1.55
8.5 0.11 0.40 0.32 0.62
9.0 0.14 0.77 0.61 0.71
9.5 0.12 0.71 0.89 0.70
10.0 0.10 0.32 0.61 0.47
biases and scatters vary with S/N, we plot the global median bias and
scatter versus S/N in Fig. 4. Spectra with different ages (shown in
different colours) tend to show levels of biases (top four panels) and
scatters (bottom four panels). The bias and scatter are the largest for
the youngest SSP and smallest for the oldest SSP. At the same time,
we find that the trends of these parameter biases and scatters are
described well by the expected inverse dependency on S/N: P = kP
×1/(S/N), where P corresponds to the bias/scatter at different SSP
ages in each panel. The grey line in each panel shows the derived
parameter bias/scatter for each age based on this scaling at S/N = 10.
We list all the kP coefficients in Table 1 so that one can estimate the
PPXF fitting bias/scatter for different ages.
To have a better understanding of what is causing the fitting
bias, we show an example of spectral fitting details in Fig. 5. The
mock spectrum is generated based on an SSP with log (t/yr) = 8,
solar metallicity, and input E(B − V) = 0.5. At high S/N ( = 316)
shown in Figs 2 and 3, STARLIGHT still has parameter biases, while
PPXF essentially only recovers as output the single input spectrum,
as expected at this extreme S/N, with a bias and scatter less than
∼0.01 dex (Fig. 4). From the residuals we can see that PPXF yields a
better fit to both the absorption-line and continuum features, but the
fitting by STARLIGHT shows significant residuals for many absorption
lines.
The fitting performance can be further clarified by the SFH dis-
tribution shown in the bottom two panels of Fig. 5. The PPXF solu-
tion essentially consists of a single component, the input SSP with
95 per cent of the weight, plus some minimal numerical noise. For
STARLIGHT, there are significant contributions from ∼1 Gyr SSPs,
which explains the large biases shown in Fig. 2.
Based on the above analysis, for PPXF fitting, the parameter biases
decrease with increasing S/N. For STARLIGHT, the measured param-
eters converge to the input values only for cases with E(B − V)
< 0.2, and show larger biases with increasing S/N for E(B − V)
> 0.2.6. In the E(B − V) = 0.5 and log(t/yr) = 8 or 8.5 cases,
the increasing of parameter bias as a function of S/N starts from
∼S/N = 60. Therefore, applying S/N = 60 for further analyses
tends to be a reasonable choice, those parameter biases at different
S/N’s can be estimated easily for both PPXF and STARLIGHT. Next, we
test the dependence of the fitting results on the shape of the error
spectra with spectral S/N at λ = [5490, 5510] Å.
3.2 Impact of error spectrum shapes
All observed spectra come with uncertainties in the flux. Full spec-
trum fitting codes take these uncertainties into account during fitting.
This potentially leads to different spectrum regions being weighted
differently in deriving the results. Could different wavelength de-
pendence in these weights lead to different biases in the fitted pa-
rameters? Here, we check the dependence of spectral fitting results
on the shape of the error spectrum.
Six kinds of error spectra are designed based on the spectral types
of SSPs and MaNGA error spectral types. In Fig. 6, ET1 and ET5
are consistent with the continuum slope of a young (108 yr) and an
old (1010yr) SSP with solar metallicity, respectively. ET3 represents
a flat error spectrum which has already been used in the S/N test
above. ET2 is half way between ET1 and ET3, and is similar to the
error spectra of typical MaNGA data. ET4 is half way between ET3
and ET5. ET6 is the case of a constant S/N per wavelength pixel,
three spectral examples with stellar age log (t/yr) = 8.0, 9.0, and
10.0 and solar metallicity is shown in blue, green, and red colours.
Fig. 7 shows the test results for STARLIGHT with these six types
of error spectra. When the error type varies from ET1 to ET5, the
measured parameter biases become smaller, especially for those
spectra with high dust extinction. The ET1 error spectrum, which
has the largest flux uncertainty in the blue band than the other five
types, causes the largest parameter bias. The ET5 error spectrum,
which has the smallest flux uncertainty in the blue band, induces
the smallest parameter bias. These biases caused by error spectral
shapes become smaller with increasing stellar age, and disappear at
t = 1010 yr.
As shown in Fig. 6, many absorption features are concentrated in
the blue band (e.g. λ < 5000 Å), especially for those young SSPs
(e.g. the spectrum for t = 108yr). Therefore, if there are higher
flux uncertainties included in the blue band, the larger parameter
biases and scatters are induced for STARLIGHT. The fitting biases and
scatters decrease with increasing stellar ages, which correspond to
increasing absorption features included in the red band.
The performance of spectral fitting with the ET6 error spectrum
also verifies the above interpretation. For the t = 108yr case, ET1
and ET6 differ mainly at λ < 4000 Å. The flux uncertainty of ET6
at λ < 4000 Å is smaller than that of ET1, the parameter biases
resulted from fitting with ET6 are smaller than those with ET1.
Compared to the STARLIGHT fitting, the PPXF fitting results show
very weak or no dependence on the error spectrum types (Fig. 8) –
the biases and scatters are all similar in the six cases.
After checking the effects of error spectral shapes in STARLIGHT
and PPXF, we select the flat error spectrum (ET3) for studying the
performance of the two codes further in the age-metallicity param-
eter space and two components-based SFH tests. Although ET2 is
closer to observations (at least for the MaNGA survey), the error
spectral shapes still have large variations for different observational
instruments. Therefore, applying the flat error spectrum for fitting
tests would be a reasonable choice, after which we can tell whether
the fitting with an observed error spectrum will have a larger or
smaller bias compared to our fiducial case.
3.3 Code tests with single SSP-based mock spectra
With the understanding of S/N and error spectral type effects, we
can now assume a suitable S/N ( = 60) and flat error spectrum (ET3)
to check the algorithm bias and scatter in the age and metallicity
parameter space of the Vazdekis/MILES SSP library. Mock spectra
are generated based on single SSPs with the initial set-up as de-
scribed in Section 2.3. By analysing the fitting with mock spectra
generated by single SSPs, we can have a thorough interpretation on
(1) which kinds of spectra are easily biased, (2) when the fitting
results show unavoidable biases, and (3) how large these biases and
scatters are.
Fig. 9 shows the STARLIGHT fitting results in different metallicity
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Figure 5. An example of the full-spectrum fitting to an SSP with solar metallicity, 108 yr age, input E(B − V) = 0.5, and S/N = 316. The fitting results and
residuals by PPXF and STARLIGHT codes are shown in the top panel. The black colour shows the input spectrum, the red colour shows the fitted model spectrum,
and residual by STARLIGHT, while the blue colour represents the model spectrum and residual by PPXF. The bottom left panel shows the averaged SFH map
obtained from 50 Monte Carlo simulations by PPXF fitting, while the bottom right panel shows the same SFH map by STARLIGHT fitting. Each SSP is enclosed
by a black box, and the colour in each black box represents the mass fraction of each SSP. The solid red box shown in each SFH map labels the position of the
input SSP.
Figure 6. Six selected spectral error types for the flux uncertainty to test full-spectrum fitting algorithms. The five smooth curves are error type 1 (ET1)
through error type 5 (ET5). ET6 is defined to have constant S/N at all wavelengths. Thus, ET6 varies with input spectrum. The three coloured error spectra
show ET6 error spectra for three different SSPs with log (t/yr) = 8.0, 9.0, and 10.0, and solar metallicity.
bins with stellar ages labelled with rainbow colours. According to
this plot, we summarize three typical behaviours of the STARLIGHT
fitting: (1) For those SSPs with t < 109 yr, the measured E(B − V)
biases increase with increasing dust extinction for all metallicities;
(2) Stellar population parameter biases increase with younger stellar
ages; and (3) For those SSPs with t > 109 yr, the fitted population
parameters show consistent results with the input values.
When fitting young SSPs with significant extinction, STARLIGHT
invokes older SSPs to fit the red continuum shape, while PPXF has
no problem finding the correct extinction.
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Figure 7. STARLIGHT fitting results at S/N = 60 obtained by using different error spectral types as shown in Fig. 6. Errspec Type 1–6 represent ET1–ET6,
respectively. The input E(B − V) and SSP age set-up are the same as shown in the S/N test section (Figs 2 and 3).
Figure 8. The variation of PPXF fitting results at S/N = 60 with different error spectrum types, the labels, and colours are the same as shown in Fig. 7.
As shown in the top six panels of Fig. 10, the dust extinction
measurements from PPXF are insensitive to the input E(B − V),
no matter what stellar metallicity is adopted. However, for each
metallicity, spectra with younger ages always result in larger M∗/Lr
biases, which is caused by the contamination of old populations
that contributes little to the light but significantly to the mass. These
artificial old SSPs have little effects on the light-weighted ages and
metallicities, but can introduce parameter scatters as shown in the
third and fourth rows of Fig. 10.
3.4 Linear combination of two different SSPs
Considering that the SFH of a galaxy is usually not dominated by
a single SSP, we test the performance of the PPXF and STARLIGHT
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Figure 9. STARLIGHT fitting of mock spectra generated by a single SSP with different ages and metallicities at S/N = 60. From left to right, we show the
parameter biases at different [M/H] (−1.71, −1.31, 0.71, −0.4, 0.0, 0.22) bins. Blue to red colours represent the stellar age ranging from 0.063 to 15 Gyr. The
biases in the four parameters (E(B − V), log (M∗/Lr), log tL, and [M/L]L) are shown from top to bottom. The zero-biased line of each parameter in each
panel is labelled as the horizontal dashed line.
Figure 10. The PPXF fitting of mock spectra generated by a single SSP as a function of the stellar age and metallicity at S/N = 60. Lines in different panels
are the same as shown in Fig. 9.
codes by combining two different SSPs with solar metallicity. We
take a set of 13 SSPs with solar metallicity, logarithmically spaced
in age between 0.063 and 15.8 Gyr (i.e. we skip every other age
from our full set of SSPs), and consider all 78 combinations of
two SSPs without repetition. The two selected SSPs are co-added
together after normalizing fluxes to 1 at λ = [5490, 5510] Å. Then
we perform the simulation with the same steps as the single SSP
tests.
The age and metallicity of two-component SSPs co-added spec-
tra, which can have light-weighted values defined in equations (2–8)
and mass-weighted values defined as follows:
log tM = fM,i × log ti , (9)
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Figure 11. Full-spectrum fitting results of two-component SSPs co-added mock spectra at solar metallicity with S/N = 60. The first and second columns show
the light-weighted and mass-weighted results by STARLIGHT, while the third and fourth columns show the corresponding results by PPXF. Colours in the first
and third columns represent the light-weighted ages, while those colours in the second and fourth columns correspond to mass-weighted ages. For E(B − V)
and M∗/Lr (the first and second rows), the curves are identical between light-weighted and mass-weighted cases, although they are coloured differently by the
input ages. The zero-biased line of each parameter is labelled with a horizontal dashed line.
[M/H ]M = fM,i × [M/H ]i . (10)
we then calculate the biases of age and metallicity, respectively, as
follows:
 log tM = 1
N
∑
i
log tM,i − log tM,input, (11)
[M/H ]M = 1
N
∑
i
[M/H ]M,i − [M/H ]M,input. (12)
We also select the 16th and 84th percentiles of the measured pa-
rameter distribution from 50 simulations as 1σ error bars.
Fig. 11 shows the fitting results of two-component SSPs co-added
mock spectra obtained from STARLIGHT (left two columns) and PPXF
(right two columns), respectively. For STARLIGHT, the light-weighted
parameter biases and scatters increase at E(B − V) < 0.3 for those
spectra with log (tL/yr) < 9.5. More spectra with middle ages (8.5 <
log(tL/yr) < 9.5) have increased parameter biases (>1σ ) compared
to single-SSP case (Fig. 9). For PPXF, the light-weighted results are
consistent with those in the single-SSP case (Fig. 10).
During the spectral fitting, a significant fraction of mass in an
old population can be hidden if it produces little light. Therefore,
the light-weighted population parameters, which are more directly
linked to the light coming from the spectra, are always more accurate
than mass-weighted ones. This is clearly shown in the third row of
Fig. 11 for both PPXF and STARLIGHT, where the measured light-
weighted stellar ages have smaller biases and scatters than mass-
weighted ones. While for the measured [M/H], the contaminating
old SSPs with significant mass fractions but small light fractions
can have both lower and higher [M/H] (see the examples shown in
Fig. 5), hence the mass-weighted [M/H] has only larger scatters but
no obvious larger biases than light-weighted ones.
From the tests based on co-added mock spectra of two-component
SSPs, which mimics the observed galaxy spectra better than a single
SSP, we can see that PPXF recovers the input parameters well for all
input E(B − V) cases. While for STARLIGHT, those young spectra
with t < 3 Gyr tend to have larger biases with younger stellar ages.
For those spectra older than 3 Gyr, although biases still exist, their
fitting results become closer to the true values.
4 D ISCUSSION
According to our analyses, the full-spectrum fitting results from
STARLIGHT and PPXF show quite different parameter dependences and
bias trends. The PPXF code, which performs the fitting optimization
as a quadratic problem, can always converge to the best solution
in a finite number of steps. The STARLIGHT code, which is based on
Monte Carlo Markov Chains and annealing loops, has significant
dependences on many parameters, such as fitting weights of dif-
ferent absorption lines, clipping, number of Markov Chains, and
loops.
4.1 STARLIGHT fitting improvement by changing line weights
and clipping
In STARLIGHT, one can mask emission lines by setting their weights
to zero in the ‘Masks.EmLines.SDSS.gm’ file, and can also give
more weights to absorption lines (e.g. 10× or 20× weights to Ca
II K and G-band) to improve the fit. As shown in Fig. 2, the dust
extinction correction becomes worse for larger input E(B − V). In
the case of log (t/yr) = 8 with input E(B − V) = 0.5 (left column),
the fitted E(B − V) is underestimated by 0.2 mag, which corresponds
to E(B − V) = −0.2. If one gives 10 times more weight to the Ca
II K and G-band, E(B − V) is reduced to −0.1 mag.
As shown in the bottom right panel of Fig. 5, there are many SSP
components with very small light fractions but relatively large mass
fractions, which are mainly due to the flux uncertainty that makes
the light scattered to larger ages. These components cannot be taken
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seriously due to their small light fractions (e.g. those black boxes
with light fraction <1 per cent). However, the parameter biases are
mainly caused by those SSP components with large light/mass frac-
tions (e.g. >10 per cent). In the latest published STARLIGHT code,
AV< 1 is imposed when initializing the Markov Chains (Roberto
Cid Fernandes, private communication), which actually constrains
the search of the minimum χ2 when the true AV is larger than 1 mag.
Based on the current initialization set-up, fitting spectra with AV < 1
can converge more easily than those spectra with AV > 1. This prior
explains why the spectra with input E(B − V) ≤ 0.2 show better
convergence results than those with input E(B − V) > 0.2. When
fitting spectra with AV > 1, increasing the number of Markov Chains
and annealing loops is a possible way to improve the fitting quality.
Therefore, we test a ‘slow’ mode (as described at the end of the
config file ‘StCv04.C11.config’) set-up of STARLIGHT fitting in the
appendix, by increasing the number of chains and loops but keeping
other parameters the same as shown in Section 2.3. When applying
the ‘slow’ mode parameter set-up, the spectral fitting results show
significant improvements.
Based on the above analyses, the STARLIGHT fitting results can be
improved by setting different priors, number of Markov Chains, and
annealing loops, etc. The current default set-up, which is established
already based on lots of efforts, still requires large improvement
especially on fitting those spectra with large dust extinctions, e.g.
E(B − V) >0.2.
4.2 Understanding our fitting results
The parameter biases shown in Figs 2 and 3 can be interpreted as
due to two effects: (1) For STARLIGHT with input E(B − V) > 0.2, the
results are mainly biased by the small starting value in E(B − V) in
the current version of the code, which produces slow convergence of
the chain for large E(B − V). This could be easily fixed in the code
(Cid Fernandes, private communication). (2) Apart from this issue,
both PPXF and STARLIGHT have similar trends with S/N. The main bias
is caused by the well-known outshining effect: when the spectrum
light is completely dominated by a young population, at low S/N
it becomes possible to ‘hide’ significant mass fractions from old
populations, due to their relatively large M∗/L. This effect explains
(1) why younger spectra have stronger parameter biases, and (2)
why the biases in age and M∗/Lr are always positive. Negative
biases in [M/H]L are then induced, which can be explained by the
age-metallicity degeneracy, to keep the fit unchanged. At low S/N,
the noise washes away the differences between spectrally similar
templates, which enlarge the measured parameter scatters.
The volume limitation in both age and metallicity grids is a
possible reason for introducing parameter biases, especially when
the input value is near the edge of the model grid. If the age grid
limitation dominates the age bias, then we can derive positive age
bias at log(t/yr) = 8.0 case, and negative bias at log(t/yr) = 10.0
case. However, we do not see this trend. The parameter biases for
log(t/yr) = 8.0 (at the edge of age grid) and log(t/yr) = 9.5 (in
the middle of age grid) show similar trends (see the third column
of Fig. 4). The selected solar metallicity is close to the edge of
metallicity grid. To check whether the results are limited by model
grids, we do the same test as shown in Figs 2 and 3 for ages
log(t/yr) = 8.0, 8.5, 9.0, 9.5, 10.0 at [M/H] = −0.4, at the middle
of the metallicity grid. The derived results are very similar to that
shown in Figs 2 and 3, which suggest that the current biases are not
caused by the limitation of metallicity grid. Here, we do not show
the [M/H] = −0.4 related results as new figures because of their
high similarity to Figs 2 and 3.
4.3 Execution time comparisons
When applying the PPXF (in PYTHON) and STARLIGHT (in Fortran) codes
for spectral fitting, their computation times vary greatly. The fitting
times are affected by many parameters, such as the spectral S/N
and different fitting set-ups (e.g. number of Markov Chains and
annealing loops for STARLIGHT fitting). For example, for the settings
described above, for Mac Os X10.8, PYTHON version 2.7.2 and GCC
version 4.8.1, the PPXF code can fit a spectrum with log (t/yr) = 9,
[M/H] = 0, input E(B − V) = 0.2, S/N = 60 and a flat-shape error
spectrum, in ∼0.8 s, while STARLIGHT takes ∼56 s, which means PPXF
is 70 times faster than STARLIGHT.
The STARLIGHT fitting with the ‘slow’ mode takes more time to run.
Compared to the default set-up, the ‘slow’ mode fitting is 11 times
slower than the default set-up, and 770 times slower than PPXF fitting.
Note that both PPXF and STARLIGHT are fitting in the limit of a large
number (150 in this work) of parameters, namely the weights of
the SSPs. The PPXF solves for these (linear) parameters using an
efficient quadratic programming algorithm, while STARLIGHT solves
these as general non-linear parameters. This implies that to speed up
STARLIGHT significantly would require a major algorithmic change.
4.4 Parameter biases at S/N = 30
For the current galaxy IFU surveys, spaxels around a galaxy’s edge
usually have S/N << 10 (typically ∼1), which means that spatial
rebinning is required to improve the corresponding S/N before the
spectral fitting analysis. Limited by spatial resolution and S/N of
each spaxel, S/N = 30 is an optional value (e.g. Li et al. 2017)
selected for Voronoi 2D binning (Cappellari & Copin 2003), which
provides a higher S/N for spectral fitting and better spatial resolution
for scientific analyses.
For STARLIGHT with the default set-up, results obtained from
S/N = 30 (Fig. B1) have the same level of biases and scatters as
the S/N = 60 case (Fig. 2), which means these results are strongly
biased for those spectra with large dust extinction (e.g. E(B − V)
≥ 0.3) and young ages (e.g. t < 109 yr). For PPXF at S/N = 30
(Fig. B2), the dust extinction can be recovered well as the S/N = 60
case (Fig. 10). Given a spectrum with t = 108yr and solar metallicity
at S/N = 30, which is close to the worst-fitting results of PPXF, the
parameter bias is 0.06 dex in M∗/Lr, 0.03 dex in both age and [M/H]
(see also Fig. 4).
5 C O N C L U S I O N
In this paper, we have examined the performance of two full-
spectrum fitting algorithms (STARLIGHT and PPXF) in deriving ba-
sic stellar population parameters. We run the most basic input–
output test in the absence of model uncertainties and with simple
SFH including only one or two SSPs. We use SSPs included in
Vazdekis/MILES stellar population library to generate mock spec-
tra, and also use this library to do the spectral fitting. We use the
same extinction curve in generating and fitting spectra. This avoids
model biases due to incorrect IMF, dust reddening curve, stellar
evolution model, and empirical stellar spectral library, thus giving
us a chance to purely study the effect of observational errors and
algorithm biases on the fitting results. We do this to set a baseline
for the minimum errors one would have with these full-spectrum
fitting methods.
Even for such basic tests, as soon as we add noise and extinction,
the algorithms could introduce systematic bias to the fitted param-
eters. In most cases, PPXF produces better accuracy on the derived
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parameters than STARLIGHT, and is 2−3 orders of magnitude faster
to run.
In particular, for young and intermediate age population with
significant dust extinction, STARLIGHT yields significant biases in the
resulting parameters. This is likely due to the slow convergence of
the Markov Chain and annealing loops. Adopting the ‘slow’ mode
set-up (see appendix) with a larger number of Markov Chains and
annealing loops reduces the bias somewhat but is still not as good
as PPXF. STARLIGHT fitting results also show a clear dependence on
the shape of the error spectrum.
The accuracy of the derived parameters by PPXF are nearly in-
dependent of the shape of the error spectrum and the level of dust
extinction. Unlike STARLIGHT, the accuracy of parameters improves
quickly with increasing S/N of the spectra, as expected. The sys-
tematic bias and uncertainty of the fitted parameters also depend
sensitively on the intrinsic age of the stellar population. Spectra
of younger populations always result in larger bias and scatter (in
logarithmic space) than older stellar populations.
We encourage users of other full-spectrum fitting methods to also
conduct such basic input–output tests to understand the inherent bias
and scatter imposed by the observational errors and the algorithm
of choice. These sets the floor of uncertainties one can expect. They
can also be used to motivate the choice of S/N thresholds one wants
to adopt in observations and reduction of the data.
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APPENDIX A : S TA R L I G H T FITTING R ESULTS
BA S E D O N LA R G E R M A R KOV C H A I N S A N D
A N N E A L I N G LO O P S
In this paper, we adopt the default set-up but with normalization win-
dow changed as done in de Amorim et al. (2017): l norm = 5635 Å,
llow norm = 5590 Å, lupp norm = 5680 Å, and AV fitting range to
[−0.5, 4] to allow negative AV and large enough parameter space
Figure A1. The bias and scatter of four stellar population parameters for different spectral S/N’s for STARLIGHT based on the ‘slow’ fitting mode. The lines and
colours in each panel are the same as shown in Fig. 2.
for fitting as described in Cid Fernandes et al. (2005). There are
seven Markov Chains and three annealing loops included. We then
increase the number of Chains and loops to see whether the param-
eter biases and scatters can be reduced.
Here, we show the STARLIGHT fitting results based on the ‘slow’
fitting mode that includes 12 Markov Chains and 10 annealing
loops. The default fitting mode is more like the ‘medium’ one,
which has seven Markov Chains and five annealing loops. The de-
fault set-up can give similar fitting results when input E(B − V)
≤ 0.2, which is also tested by Cid Fernandes et al. (2005). While
for spectra with higher dust extinction (E(B − V) > 0.2), the de-
fault set-up will underestimate E(B − V) much more (at least two
times) than the ‘slow’ mode set-up. With increased spectral S/N,
the parameter biases (from the ‘slow’ mode fitting) decrease for all
the input E(B − V) cases (Fig. A1), but this decrease is less signifi-
cant than that from PPXF (Fig. 3). The effects of error spectral types
show clearer trends (Fig. A2), which has already been described in
Section 3.2. When applying the ‘slow’ mode parameter set-up, the
spectral fitting results show significant improvements and are closer
to the input for both single-SSP (Fig. A3) and two-component SSP
(Fig. A4) tests.
Since the STARLIGHT fitting depends on the length of chains and
loops, convergence may not be reached in the default set-up. Unlike
STARLIGHT, which solves for the weights as non-linear parameters,
PPXF performs the optimization as a quadratic problem and can
quickly converge to the best solution in a small number of steps.
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Figure A2. STARLIGHT ‘slow’ mode fitting results obtained with six error spectral types at S/N = 60 as shown in Fig. 6. Errspec Type 1–6 corresponding to
ET1–ET6. The input E(B − V) and SSP age set-up are the same as shown in the S/N test section (Figs 2 and 3).
Figure A3. STARLIGHT ‘slow’ mode fitting of mock spectra generated by single SSP as a function of the stellar age and metallicity with S/N = 60. Lines and
colours are the same as shown in Fig. 9.
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Figure A4. STARLIGHT ‘slow’ mode fitting results of two-component mock
spectra at solar metallicity with S/N = 60. Lines and colours are the same
as shown in Fig. 11.
A P P E N D I X B: TH E S TA R L I G H T A N D P P X F
FITTING AT S/N = 3 0
The STARLIGHT fitting results with the default set-up at S/N = 30
(Fig. B1) are similar to those at S/N = 60, which are already shown
in Fig. 2.
The PPXF fitting results show increased bias and scatter with de-
creasing S/N. Spectral fitting at S/N = 30 can lead to ∼2 times higher
parameter biases and scatters than those at S/N = 60 (Fig. B2).
Figure B1. The STARLIGHT fitting of mock spectra generated by single SSP varies in the stellar age and metallicity parameter spaces with S/N = 30. Lines in
different panels are the same as shown in Fig. 9.
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Figure B2. The PPXF fitting of mock spectra generated by single SSP varies in the stellar age and metallicity parameter spaces with S/N = 30. Lines in different
panels are the same as shown in Fig. 9.
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